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Abstract
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The spectator model predicts that the lifetime of a heavy hadron depends
upon the properties of the constituent weakly decaying heavy quark Q and
is independent of the remaining� or spectator� quarks in the hadron� This
model fails for the charm hadron system for which the lifetime hierarchy
�D� � ��D�

s
� ��	�D� � 	��c is observed� Since corrections to the spectator

model are predicted to scale with ��m�
Q the B meson lifetimes are expected to

di�er by less than ��� ���� Hence a measurement of the B� and B� lifetimes
provides a test of this prediction� In addition� the speci�c B meson lifetimes
are needed to determine the element Vcb of the CKM matrix�

The analysis is performed on the �����	 data sample of �	����� hadronic
Z� decays collected with the original vertex detector VXD� together with
	����� hadronic Z� decays collected using the upgrade vertex detector VXD�
��� by SLD at the SLC� The excellent �D vertexing capabilities of SLD are
exploited with an inclusive topological vertexing technique ��� to identify B
hadron vertices produced in hadronic Z� decays with high e�ciency� The
decay length is measured using the reconstructed vertex location while the
B hadron charge is determined from the total charge of the tracks associated
with the vertex� This inclusive technique has the advantage of very e�cient
B vertex reconstruction since most B decays are used� The new measurement
presented here is an update of previously reported results ����

The components of the SLD utilized by this analysis are the Central
Drift Chamber �CDC��	� for charged track reconstruction and momentum
measurement and the CCD pixel Vertex Detector �VXD���� 	� for precise po�
sition measurements near the interaction point� These systems are immersed
in the ��� T �eld of the SLD solenoid� Charged tracks reconstructed in the
CDC are linked with pixel clusters in the VXD by extrapolating each track
and selecting the best set of associated clusters�	�� For a typical track from
the primary vertex or heavy hadron decay� the total e�ciency of reconstruc�
tion in the CDC and linking to a correct set of VXD hits is � ��� within the
VXD acceptance� For VXD� the track impact parameter resolutions at high
momentum are �� �m and �
 �m in the r� and rz projections respectively �z
points along the beam direction�� while multiple scattering contributions are
��m ��p sin	���� in both projections �where the momentum p is expressed
in GeV�c�� For VXD� the track impact parameter resolutions at high mo�
mentum are �� �m and ���	 �m in the r� and rz projections while multiple
scattering contributions are ���m ��p sin	���� in both projections�

The centroid of the micron�sized SLC Interaction Point �IP� in the r�

	



plane is reconstructed with a measured precision of �IP � � � ���m using
tracks in sets of � �� sequential hadronic Z� decays� The median z position
of tracks at their point of closest approach to the IP in the r� plane is used
to determine the z position of the Z� primary vertex on an event�by�event
basis� A precision of � 	��m �	� �� ���m� on this quantity is estimated
using Z� � bb Monte Carlo simulation for VXD� �VXD���

The simulated Z� � q q events are generated using JETSET �� ���� The
B meson decays are simulated using the CLEO B decay model �� tuned to
reproduce the spectra and multiplicities of charmed hadrons� pions� kaons�
protons and leptons as measured at the ���S� by ARGUS and CLEO �
�
��� The branching fractions of the charm hadrons are tuned to the existing
measurements ����� The B mesons and baryons are generated with a lifetime
of ��		 ps and ���� ps respectively� while the b�quark fragmentation follows
the Peterson et al parametrization ����� The SLD detector is simulated
using GEANT ���� �����

Hadronic Z� event selection requires at least  CDC tracks which pass
within 	 cm of the IP in z at the point of closest approach to the beam and
which have momentum transverse to the beam direction pT ���� MeV�c�
The sum of the energy of the charged tracks passing these cuts must be
greater than �
 GeV� These requirements remove background from Z� �
l�l� events and two�photon interactions� In addition� the thrust axis de�
termined from energy clusters in the calorimeter must have jcos �j � ����
�� ��
	 for VXD�� within the acceptance of the vertex detector� These
requirements yield a sample of � ���	 ��� hadronic Z� decays�

Due to the extra tracking information provided by the upgrade vertex
detector� track quality cuts are looser for the VXD� data� Good quality
tracks used for vertex �nding must have a CDC hit at a radius��� cm�
and have ��� ���� for VXD�� hits to insure that the lever arm provided
by the CDC is appreciable� The CDC tracks must have pT ���� MeV�c
�pT ��	� MeV�c for VXD�� and extrapolate to within � cm of the IP in r�
and within ��	 cm in z to eliminate tracks which arise from interaction with
the detector material� The �t of the track must satisfy 
��d�o�f�� 	 �� 
 for
VXD��� At least one �two for VXD�� good VXD link is required� and the
combined CDC�VXD �t must also satisfy 
��d�o�f�� 	 �� 
 for VXD���

The topological vertex reconstruction is applied separately to the tracks
in each hemisphere �de�ned with respect to the event thrust axis�� The
vertexing algorithm is described in detail in Ref� ��� and summarized here�
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The vertices are reconstructed in �D co�ordinate space by de�ning a vertex
function V �r� at each position r� The helix parameters for each track i are
used to describe the �D track trajectory as a Gaussian tube fi�r�� where the
width of the tube is the uncertainty in the measured track location close to
the IP� A function f��r� is used to describe the location and uncertainty of
the IP� V �r� is de�ned as a function of f��r� and the fi�r� such that it is small
in regions where fewer than two tracks �required for a vertex� have signi�cant
fi�r�� and large in regions of high track multiplicity� Maxima are found in
V �r� and clustered into resolved spatial regions� Tracks are associated with
these regions to form a set of topological vertices�

The e�ciency for reconstructing at least one secondary vertex in a b
hemisphere is � 	�� �� ��� for VXD� �VXD��� The e�ciency falls at
shorter decay length as it becomes harder to resolve the secondary vertex
from the IP� For hemispheres containing secondary vertices� the �seed� vertex
is chosen to be the one with the highest V �r� value� Vertices consistent with
a K�

s � ���� decay� within a �� MeV invariant mass window� are excluded
from the seed vertex selection and the two tracks are discarded�

A vertex axis is formed by a straight line joining the IP to the seed
vertex� The �D distance of closest approach of a track to the vertex axis�
T� and the distance from the IP along the vertex axis to this point� L� are
calculated for all quality tracks� Monte Carlo studies show that tracks which
are not directly associated with the seed vertex but which pass T� ��� cm
and L�D� ��� �where D is the distance from the IP to the seed vertex� are
more likely to have been produced by the B decay sequence than to have an
alternative origin� Hence such tracks are added to the set of tracks in the seed
vertex to form the candidate B decay vertex� containing tracks from both
the B and cascade D decays� This set of tracks is �tted to a common vertex�
If the probability of the vertex �t is greater than 	� the B decay location is
taken to be the �tted vertex location� Since the vertex includes tracks form
both the B and cascade charm decay points the �t probability distribution is
not �at and �� �		�� of vertices reconstructed with VXD� �VXD�� have a
�t probability below 	�� The reconstruction of the B decay location in this
case is improved by dividing the tracks �if there are at least three� into two
�sub�vertices� by selecting the combination of tracks with maximum two sub�
vertex �t probability� The B decay location is given by the sub�vertex closest
to the IP� reducing systematic dependence upon the physics of the B � D
decay� The distance from the IP to the B decay location is the reconstructed





decay length� Since the purity of the B charge reconstruction is lower for
decays close to the IP� where tracks are more likely to be wrongly assigned�
decay lengths are required to be � � mm� To avoid using the vertices of
tracks originating from interactions with the detector material� the radial
decay length is required to be � �� mm for VXD� �� �� mm for VXD��� i�e�
more than � mm inside the SLC beampipe�

Figure �� �a�MPT of reconstructed vertex for VXD� data �points� and Monte
Carlo �histogram�� �b� B� fraction in the charged sample� �c� B� fraction in
the neutral sample�

The mass M of the reconstructed vertex is calculated by assuming each
track has the mass of a pion� The transverse component PT of the total
momentum of vertex tracks relative to the vertex axis is calculated in order
to determine the PT corrected mass�

MPT �
q
M� � P �

T � jPT j� ���






This quantity is the minimum mass the decaying hadron could have in
order to produce a vertex with the quantities M and PT � The direction of
the vertex axis is varied within the �� limits constraining the axis at the
measured IP and reconstructed seed vertex such that the PT is minimised
within this variation� This procedure prevents non�B background vertices
acquiring a high MPT due to a �uctuation in the measured PT � The accurate
�D vertexing and precisely measured IP at SLD allow signi�cant gain in the
b�tag e�ciency with high purity using this technique �����

A comparison of the reconstructed vertex MPT between data and Monte
Carlo is shown in Fig� ��a�� Vertices from K�

s decays surviving the K�
s rejec�

tion can be seen around ��	 GeV�c�� This �gure shows that a large fraction
of the charm and light �avour contamination in the sample is eliminated
by requiring MPT � � GeV�c�� It is also required that MPT � 	�� GeV�c�

since vertices with MPT greater than the B meson mass are likely to contain
background tracks� These cuts yields a sample with b hemisphere purity of
� �
� with an e�ciency of ��� ��
�� for VXD� �VXD��� The average B
decay vertex multiplicity is ��	 tracks�

To improve the B hadron charge reconstruction� tracks which fail the

initial selection but have pT � ��� MeV�c and
q
��r� � ��rz � ���m� where

�r� ��rz� is the uncertainty in the track position in the r� �rz� plane close to
the IP� are considered as decay track candidates� The charge of these tracks
which pass the cuts T� ��� cm and L�D� ��� is added to the B decay
charge� On average� ��	 tracks pass these criteria in b hemispheres� These
lower quality tracks are used only to improve the charge reconstruction�

Fig� � shows a comparison of the reconstructed charge between data and
Monte Carlo for �a� VXD� and �b� VXD�� At this stage the charged sample
consists of 
�� ����	� vertices with vertex charge equal to � ��� or �� while
the neutral sample consists of 	�� ���	� vertices with charge equal to � for
VXD� �VXD�� data� Monte Carlo studies indicate that for VXD� �VXD��
the charged sample is ���� ������pure in B hadrons consisting of 	����
�		���� B�� ���
� ������� B�� ���� �
���� B�

s � and ��� ������ B baryons�
�Charge conjugation is implied throughout this paper with the exception of
the notation B� and B� introduced later to distinguish the charged mesons
B�bu� and B�bu� and respectively� Similarly� the neutral sample is ����
��
����pure in B hadrons consisting of ���
� ������� B�� 	���� �	�����
B�� ����� ��	���� B�

s and ���� ���
�� B baryons� The statistical precision

�



Figure �� Reconstructed vertex charge for data �points� and Monte Carlo
�histogram��

of the measurement depends on the separation between the B� and B� in
these samples�

The lifetime measurement relies on the ability to separate B� and B�

decays by making use of the vertex charge� Monte Carlo studies show that the
purity of the charge reconstruction is more likely to be eroded by losing tracks
from the B decay chain through track selection ine�ciencies and track mis�
assignment than by gaining mis�assigned tracks originating from the primary
or other background to the B decay� Furthermore� the decays which are
missing some B tracks tend to have lower vertex mass as well as lower charge
purity� Fig� ��b� and �c� show the fraction of B� decays in the charged
sample and the fraction of B� decays in the neutral sample respectively for
VXD� MC� The probability for the vertex to originate from a positively
charged� neutral or negatively charged B meson is denoted as Pc�B��� Pc�B

��
and Pc�B�� respectively� normalised such that Pc�B�� � Pc�B�� � Pc�B�� �
�� Vertices are given a weight� w� according to their analysing power for
separating B� and B� decays� w � j�Pc�B��� �j� where Pc�B�� � Pc�B���
Pc�B��� The probabilities� and hence the weight� are a function of MPT �

The charge reconstruction in Fig� � shows good agreement between data
and MC� A further check is made using the SLC electron beam polarization�
The polarized forward�backward asymmetry AFB�Pe	 cos �� can be described
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by

AFB�Pe	 cos �� � �Ab
Ae � Pe
��AePe

cos �

� � cos� �
	 ���

where Ab � ���� and Ae � ���		 �Standard Model values�� Pe is the electron
beam longitudinal polarization� and � is the angle between the thrust axis
and the electron beam direction �the thrust axis is signed such that it points
in the same hemisphere as the reconstructed vertex�� Using negative �posi�
tive� vertex charge� with vertices weighted by the MPT dependent analysing
power� to tag the b �b� quark �avour the resulting forward backward asym�
metry is sensitive to the accuracy of the vertex charge reconstruction� Good
agreement between data and MC can be seen in Fig� � for all data taking
periods� indicating that the MC adequately reproduces the charge reconstruc�
tion purity of the data� �Random vertex charge assignment would generate
distributions with no signed cos� asymmetry��

Figure �� Distributions of cos� signed by �Pe� vertex charge� for data
�points� and Monte Carlo �histogram� for �a� ���� �VXD� and jPej � ����
�b� �����	 �VXD� and jPej � �� and �c� ���� �VXD� and jPej � ���

The polarized forward�backward asymmetry can be used to tag the initial
state b or b �avour of the hemisphere� The initial state b�b tag is also used to
enhance the charged sample purity by giving a higher �lower� weight to the
B� hypothesis if the vertex charge agrees �disagrees� with the b�b tag� The
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probability for correctly tagging a b quark at production using the e� beam
polarization is expressed as

PA�b� �
� �AFB�Pe	 cos ��

�
� ���

A jet charge technique is used in addition to the polarized forward�
backward asymmetry� For this tag� tracks in the hemisphere opposite that
of the reconstructed vertex are selected� These tracks are required to have
momentum transverse to the beam axis p� � �	� MeV�c� total momentum
p � 	� GeV�c� impact parameter in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis
� � � cm� distance between the primary vertex and the track at the point of
closest approach along the beam axis �z � �� cm� and j cos �j � ��
 ����

for VXD��� With these tracks� an opposite hemisphere momentum�weighted
track charge is de�ned as

Qopp �
X
i

qi
���pi � �T

���� 	 ���

where qi is the electric charge of track i� pi its momentum vector� �T is the
thrust axis direction� and � is a coe�cient chosen to be ��	 to maximize the
separation between b and b quarks� The probability for correctly tagging a b
quark in the initial state of the vertex hemisphere can be parametrized as

PQ�b� �
�

� � e�Qopp
	 �	�

where the coe�cient � � ���� as determined using the Monte Carlo
simulation� This technique is independent of the polarized forward�backward
asymmetry tag� The average purity of the b�b tag is �� using the forward
backward asymmetry �jPej � �� and �� for the jet charge technique�

The two initial state tags can be combined to form an overall initial state
tag with b�b quark probability Pi�b��Pi�b� �a function of Pe� cos � and Qopp��
This probability is then combined with that obtained from the vertex charge
reconstruction �a function of MPT � to determine the overall probability of a
B� or B� decay�

P �B�� �
Pc�B��Pi�b� � Pc�B��Pi�b�

Pc�B��Pi�b� � Pc�B��Pi�b� � ��	� Pc�B��
���

��



where B� and B� denote the positively and negatively charged B mesons
separately and P �B�� � � � P �B��� If the probability P �B�� � P �B�� the
vertex is classi�ed as charged� otherwise it is added to the neutral sample�
In either case it is weighted by the analysing power w � j�P �B��� �j�
Including the initial state tag information enhances the statistical power of
the analysis by �����

Figure �� Decay length distributions for data �points� and best �t Monte
Carlo �histogram�� �a� �����	 charged sample� �b� �����	 neutral sample�
�c� ���� charged sample and �d� ���� neutral sample�

The B� and B� lifetimes are extracted from the decay length distributions
of the B vertices in the charged and neutral samples using a binned 
�

�t� These distributions are �tted simultaneously to determine the B� and
B� lifetimes� For each set of parameter values� Monte Carlo decay length

��



distributions are obtained by reweighting entries from generated B� and B�

decays in the original Monte Carlo decay length distributions with W �t	 � � ��
�
�
e�t��

�
�
�

�
�gen

e�t��gen
�
� where � is the desired B� or B� lifetime� �gen �

��		 ps� and t is the proper time of each decay� The �t then compares the
decay length distributions from the data with the reweighted Monte Carlo
distributions� The two parameter �t to the �����	 data yields lifetimes of
�B� � ���� � ���	� ps and �B� � ��	� � ���		 ps� with a ratio of �B���B�

� ����������
������ and a combined 
��d�o�f� � 
�
��� The �t to the smaller
���� VXD� data sample yields lifetimes of �B� � ���	� � ����� ps and
�B� � ������ ����� ps� with a ratio of �B���B� � ���������
������� and a 
��d�o�f�
� ������ Fig� � shows the reconstructed decay length for data and best
�t MC for the two data sets and the charged and neutral samples� �The �ts
are made using histograms in which the bin size increases with decay length
such that the number of entries per bin remains approximately constant��

Table � summarizes the systematic errors on the B� and B� lifetimes
and their ratio� The systematics are determined separately for the �����	
and ���� measurements and then combined taking into account correlated
uncertainties� To account for a discrepancy between data and Monte Carlo
in the fraction of tracks passing the selection criteria� a �� tracking e�ciency
correction with dependence on track momenta and angles is applied to the
simulation �	�� The corrected Monte Carlo is used in the lifetime �ts� with the
e�ect of the entire correction taken as the systematic error� The uncertainty
due to tracking resolution for VXD�� mainly due to remaining vertex detector
misalignments in the rz plane� is estimated by applying to the Monte Carlo
track rz impact parameter � dependent systematic shifts of up to �� �m and
a random Gaussian smear with � � ���m� sin �� Smearing is also applied
to the VXD� MC in order to reproduce the tracking resolution observed in
the data� The total e�ect of this correction is again assigned as a systematic
error�

The physics modeling systematic uncertainties were determined as fol�
lows� The mean fragmentation energy �xE � of the B hadron ���� and
the shape of the xE distribution ��	� were varied� Since the fragmenta�
tion is assumed to be identical for the B� and B� mesons� this uncer�
tainty has little e�ect on the lifetime ratio� The four branching fractions
for B��B� � D��D�X were varied by twice the uncertainty in the current
world average for B � D��D�X ���� The fraction of B��B� decays produc�

��



ing a DD pair was also varied� The average B� and B� decay multiplicity
was varied by ���� tracks ���� in an anticorrelated manner� Uncertainties in
the B�

s and B baryon lifetimes and production fractions mostly a�ect the B�

lifetime since the neutral B�
s and B baryon are a more signi�cant background

for the B� decays� The systematic errors due to uncertainties in charmed me�
son decay topology were estimated by changing the Monte Carlo D decay
charged multiplicity and K� production according to the uncertainties in ex�
perimental measurements ���� The e�ect of varying the lifetime of charm
hadrons �D�� D�� Ds� �c�� as well as their momentum spectra in the B decay
rest frame was found to be negligible�

The �tting uncertainties were determined by varying the bin size used in
the decay length distributions� and by modifying the cuts on the minimum
decay length �no cut � mm� and maximum radius cuts ��� mm no cut� used
in the �t� Fit results are consistent within statistics for these variations� but
a systematic error is conservatively assigned using the RMS variation of the
results�

In summary� from ������� Z� decays collected by SLD between ����
and ����� the B� and B� lifetimes have been measured using an inclusive
topological technique� The analysis isolates ���
� B hadron candidates with
good charge purity enhanced by the vertex mass� e� beam polarization and
opposite hemisphere jet charge information� The combined �����	 and ����
measurements yield the following result�

�B� � ����
 � ������stat�� ������syst� ps	

�B� � ��	
� � ������stat�� ������syst� ps	
�B�

�B�

� ���� ������
����� �stat�� ����
�syst��

These results are consistent with the expectation that the B� lifetime is
up to ��� greater than that of the B� and have a statistical accuracy among
the best of the current measurements ��
��
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Table �� Summary of systematic uncertainties in the B� and B� lifetimes
and their ratio for the combined ������ data�

Systematic Error ��B� ��B� �
�B�
�
B�

�ps� �ps�
Detector Modeling

Tracking e�ciency ����� ����� �����
Tracking resolution ���� ���� �����

Physics Modeling
b fragmentation ���� � ����� ����� ����� �����

��	� ����� ����� �����
BR�B � DX� ��� ����	 ����
 ����
BR�B � DDX� ���	 � ���	 ����	 ����� �����
B decay multiplicity 	�� � ��� ����� ����
 �����
B�
s fraction ����	 � ����� ����� ����� �����

B baryon fraction ���� � ����� ����� ����� �����
B�
s lifetime ��		 � ���� ps ����� ����� ����	

B baryon lifetime ���� � ���
 ps ����� ����� ����	
D decay multiplicity ����� ����� �����
D decay K� yield ����	 ����� �����

Monte Carlo and Fitting
Fitting systematics ����� ����� �����
MC statistics ����� ����� �����
TOTAL ����� ����� ����
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